Time of Exercise, As a New Identified Zeitgeber for Modulating the Molecular Clocks in Skeletal Muscle
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Description

Since last decades, knowledge regarding health and physical performance has progressively developed and scientists try to find a variety of ways for their maintenance and specially promotion. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on interaction between environmental condition and responses of body tissues such as skeletal muscle. Environment is fundamental determinant for possible changes in our body comprised of temperature, humidity, wind, darkness, lightness, feeding, exercise and etc. that all of them are stressor. In this text we focus in exercise and light, components of environment stress. On the other hand, our body stability requires homeostasis that means maintenance of internal physiologic balance of body. An important part of this vital task is performed by skeletal muscle. Muscles play roles with contractile activity via different actions (concentric, eccentric and isometric). The actions of muscles lead to locomotion that it is necessity of daily life. But, internal stability isn’t kept forever and adaptations for better encountering body to environment need to transient disturbance in homeostasis. External stress from out of body impose shock on related organs and consequently, induce short term imbalance. Physical and mental performance declines below baseline in these conditions. However, body responds to forced stress through opening and promotion of series events in cellular levels to compensate induced turbulence and imbalance. Thus, if these shocks continue regularly, sum of responses will bring adaptations and in result of them, stressed body will develop up to higher level of performance. Collectively, body strengthens and previous stress is tolerated by organs comfortably. One of these environmental stressors is exercise. Everybody needs to do exercise for health or physical performance. Until recent years, health organizations such as American College of Sport Medicine (ACSM) only emphasis on frequency, duration and intensity of exercise for exercise prescription [1] and hasn’t considered time of doing exercise as a probable effective factor. Also, evidence and studies regarding the effect of circadian rhythms and time of exercise on biochemical and metabolic reactions in cells specifically striated muscle fibers are rare.

Now, little evidence demonstrated that circadian rhythms may be important for exercise efficiency. Circadian rhythms are approximate 24 hours biological cycles that their function is to induce readiness the organism for encountering daily environmental changes [2,3]. The most important circadian rhythm is a molecular clock that has activity especially in skeletal muscle. Molecular clock probably acts a key timekeeper mechanism for good interaction with environmental changes at the cellular level.

Circadian time cue is defined as zeitgeber and includes photic and nonphotic [4,5]. Of these, it has been reported that time of exercise or physical activity impact on molecular rhythms in muscle fibers. The molecular clock has components including the positive arms of the core clock (a gene regulatory network composed of transcriptional and translational feedback loops) Clock (Circadian locomotor output control kaput) and Bmal1 (Brain muscle arnt-like 1). Bmal1 protein is expressed in a circadian pattern in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and peripheral tissues [6,7]. Clock protein levels oscillate only in some peripheral tissues [8]. The Cryptochrome (Cry1 and Cry2) and Period (Per1, Per2 and Per3) proteins are the negative arm of core molecular clock by producing dimmers that suppress Clock-Bmal1 transcriptional activity on translocation to the nucleus [9].

As previously mentioned, time of exercise addition to activity entity, may be along with more benefits for performance and health achievements in shorter duration rather than exercise regardless time of conduction. Therefore, the timing of exercise could serve as a cue is relatively new. Schroeder et al. found that scheduled exercise functioned to enhance the stability of activity rhythms [4]. Most studies with entitled exercise and circadian rhythms shifting focused on aerobic exercise patterns and there is very little research about resistance exercise. For Example, Zambon et al. reported that single bout of 60 contraction changed molecular clock gene expression in skeletal muscle of human [10]. Also, most studies investigated exercise in mice. Thus, generalizing achieved result of them to human is difficult. Considering importance of skeletal muscle in human body physiology, and effect of time of exercise on molecular clocks it seems that exercise specially time of exercise as a nonphotic time cue will have great applications in scope of health and physical performance (muscular strength and endurance) for athletes. Further studies are necessary for precise conclusion in this context.
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